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We compare the performance of generalized gradient approximations ~GGA’s! and the local-density approxi-
mation ~LDA! in density-functional calculations of the cohesive properties of cubic AlN, GaN, and InN.
Employing the widely adopted pseudopotential approach, the calculated data are found to depend significantly
on the treatment of the core states of the group-III ions, hampering a conclusive assessment of the GGA and
LDA. Here we perform all-electron full-potential linearized-augmented plane-wave calculation, which we use
to ~i! scrutinize the results of pseudopotential calculations, and ~ii! provide a proper distinction between the
GGA and LDA functionals. We show that the accuracy of pseudopotential calculations is comparable to that of
all-electron calculations only if the Ga and In semicore d states are treated as valence rather than core states.
We also show that the use of an f-like local component can further improve the transferability of the Ga and In
pseudopotentials. Regarding the PBE- ~Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof-! GGA @Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 3865 ~1996!# we
find that the cohesive energies of the group-III nitride crystals ~and those of the elemental metals! agree closely
with experimental data whereas they are overestimated within the LDA. Lattice parameters are described with
similar accuracy within the PBE-GGA and LDA. On the other hand we find that the heats of formation of the
group-III nitrides are underestimated by the PBE-GGA and given more accurately by the LDA. For the
PBE-GGA, the underestimate is mainly due to the fact that it still overestimates the bond strength of the N2
molecule. For the LDA, the heat of formation turns out only slightly too large, because of a fortuitous
cancellation of the ~larger! errors in the N2 molecule and the bulk crystals. Several other GGA functionals are
able to improve over the PBE-GGA for molecules like N2 due to stronger gradient corrections. Here we find
that such more nonlocal GGA’s significantly underestimate the cohesive energies of the group-III nitride ~and
metal! crystals and even further underestimate their heats of formation.
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Their wide direct band gaps and large thermal and chemi-
cal stability make the group-III nitrides ~AlN, GaN, InN, and
their alloys! useful materials for optoelectronic devices that
work in the visible to UV range of the optical spectrum.1 The
comprehensive control of device characteristics of these ma-
terials remains a technological challenge and still calls for a
detailed understanding of their physical and chemical behav-
ior. This task is also being pursued in theoretical studies,
with recent work addressing, e.g., structural, dynamical,2,3
and optical properties,4 defects5,6 and dopants,7–9 interface10
and surface properties.11,12 Such studies often build on total-
energy calculations within density-functional theory, where,
routinely, many-electron exchange correlation is described in
the local-density approximation ~LDA!.13 Yet one is well
aware that use of the LDA leads to overestimated bond
strengths in molecules and solids,14 a shortcoming seen for
the group-III nitrides too. A more accurate account of ex-
change correlation is thus desirable, particularly for scenarios
where bonds are broken or formed anew, say, when studying
bulk impurities or the behavior of reactants during crystal
growth.
In this paper we examine whether generalized gradient
approximations15,16 ~GGA’s! are able to improve over the
LDA for the group-III nitrides. Indeed, for many
molecules17,18 and solids19–22 GGA’s have been shown to
yield more accurate binding energies than the LDA. Reaction0163-1829/2002/65~24!/245212~13!/$20.00 65 2452and activation energies for various chemical reactions23,24 as
well as for the adsorption of adparticles on surfaces of
metals25 and semiconductors26 are likewise improved. While
GGA’s tend to enlarge crystal equilibrium volumes, they do
not, in general, lead to more accurate stuctural or elastic
parameters than the LDA. For instance, in many covalent
semiconductors the lattice parameters turn out too large to a
comparable degree as they turn out too small in the LDA.27,28
In this study we carry out all-electron full-potential
linearized-augmented plane-wave ~FP-LAPW! calculations
to determine the structural and cohesive properties of cubic
AlN, GaN, InN, and their constituents ~Al, Ga, In, and N2)
within the LDA ~Ref. 29! and the PBE- ~Perdew-Burke-
Enzerhof-! GGA.30 Such a comparison has been attempted in
an all-electron linear muffin-tin orbital ~LMTO! framework
before but restricted to structural and elastic properties.31
While several pseudopotential studies have been performed,
their results differ significantly with regard to the quantita-
tive effect of the GGA in these materials: Using the PW91-
~Perdew-Wang 1991! GGA ~Ref. 15!, Stampfl and Van de
Walle32 found the lattice parameters of GaN and InN over-
estimated and their cohesive energies underestimated com-
pared to experimental data. Also, InN is found endothermic
with a positive heat of formation. Using the PBE-GGA Zo-
roddu et al.33 found lattice parameters less overestimated and
cohesive energies in distinctly better agreement with experi-
ment than in Ref. 32. On the other hand, Miotto et al.34
found the PBE-GGA lattice parameter of GaN underesti-
mated with respect to experiment, and in fact almost un-©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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for the PW91-GGA and the PBE-GGA are surprising, as for
many other solids both functionals perform similarly.22 Two
interpretations are conceivable though: First, that different
GGA’s indeed perform distinctly for the group-III nitrides,
which are rather ionic materials with short and strong bonds.
We point out that on such systems GGA’s have been tested
less30,31 than on metals and covalent semiconductors. Learn-
ing about the performance of the GGA for the group-III ni-
trides is thus of interest regarding both the understanding and
further refinements of current exchange-correlation function-
als. Second, that the differences in the results of the different
pseudopotential calculations are a consequence of the use of
different levels of approximation in the pseudopotential ap-
proach rather than the use of different exchange-correlation
functionals. In particular, it has been argued before5,35,36 that
the Ga 3d semicore electrons, rather unusual for III-V semi-
conductors, act as valence electrons and are essential to ob-
tain accurate structural properties. Indeed Stampfl et al. and
Zoroddu et al. treated the Ga 3d and In 4d states as valence
states, whereas Miotto et al. treated them as core states, ob-
taining markedly different lattice parameters. On the other
hand, Stampfl et al. used norm-conserving pseudopotentials
~where the s-like component was chosen as the local poten-
tial!, whereas Zoroddu et al. used the ultrasoft pseudopoten-
tial approach, obtaining markedly different cohesive ener-
gies. Given the practical importance of the pseudopotential
approach, it is desirable to identify and avoid such pseudo-
potential related uncertainties. Using our all-electron results
as a reference we discuss the accuracy or transferability of
~norm-conserving! pseudopotentials as they are typically
used for group-III nitrides. We thereto explicitly compare Ga
and In pseudopotentials that treat the semicore d states either
as core or as valence states. Our results show that pseudopo-
tentials must treat the Ga 3d or In 4d-states as valence states
in order to achieve an accuracy comparable to that of the
all-electron calculations, regardless of whether the LDA or
the PBE-GGA is used. We also find that the calculated prop-
erties of GaN ~or InN! are significantly affected by the treat-
ment of the local part of the cation pseudopotentials.
Regarding the GGA’s, our calculations demonstrate both
favorable and unfavorable aspects for the group-III nitride
systems. On the one hand, within the PBE-GGA, the cohe-
sive energies agree closely with experimental values. As for
other bulk semiconductors the PBE-GGA thus corrects the
overbinding found for the LDA. At the same time both func-
tionals yield the lattice parameters with similar accuracy,
slightly underestimated with the LDA and slightly overesti-
mated within the PBE-GGA. On the other hand, the heat of






with X for Al, Ga, or In,
for the decomposition of the bulk nitrides into the elemental
metal and nitrogen phases, is markedly underestimated by24521the PBE-GGA. In particular, InN is described as endothermic
~unstable!, as was found also for the PW91-GGA.32 This
apparent shortcoming can be understood to be ~mainly! due
to the fact that the PBE-GGA significantly overestimates the
binding energy of the free N2 molecules, whereas it yields
reasonable cohesive energies of the bulk crystals: the net
effect is an underestimate of the heat of formation. The LDA
yields more accurate heats of formation, but it is essentially
due to a cancellation of its larger errors for the binding en-
ergy of the N2 molecule and the cohesive energy of the bulk
crystals. Interestingly we find similar limitations when we
employ instead of the PBE-GGA the recent ‘‘revised’’ PBE-
GGA functionals of Zhang and Yang37 ~revPBE-GGA! and
Hammer et al.38 ~RPBE-GGA!, or the earlier BLYP- ~Becke-
Lee-Yang-Parr! GGA.39,40 Our motivation for the use of
these alternative GGA functionals is that they can lead to
improved molecular binding energies and do so for the N2
dimer, where the PBE-GGA is less accurate than for the
group-III nitride or metal bulk crystals. However, in contrast
to the PBE-GGA, the revPBE, RPBE, and BLYP-GGA’s se-
riously underestimate the cohesive energy of the bulk crys-
tals and, in the end, underestimate the heat of formation for
the group-III nitrides even more than the PBE-GGA. Inspect-
ing the density dependence of the different GGA functionals
we discuss our findings as a consequence of the increasingly
nonlocal character of the gradient corrections when going
from the PBE-GGA to the alternative revPBE, RPBE, and
BLYP-GGA’s.
We expect that our calculations for the cubic structures
are also representative for the wurtzite ground-state struc-
tures of the group-III nitrides, since the energy differences
between both phases are estimated as &45 meV/pair.32,41
While not discussed further in this paper, we note that the
above GGA’s and the LDA produce very similar Kohn-Sham
bands in the group-III nitrides, except for small deformation
potential effects related to differently predicted atomic
structures.32 In particular, the Kohn-Sham band gaps, when
interpreted as electronic excitation energies, are clearly too
small, analogous to what is found ~and understood! in other
semiconductors.31 As such this is not troublesome in the
present study of perfect crystals, but may require care when
gap states play a role as in surface or defect systems.42
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we outline
the computational aspects of our all-electron and pseudopo-
tential calculations, and examine the pseudopotential related
approximations. In Sec. III we discuss our LDA and PBE-
GGA results for the bulk nitrides’ and their constituents’
binding properties, and then compare the different GGA
functionals. Section IV contains our conclusions.
II. CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE
We perform density-functional total energy calculations
using both the FP-LAPW method and the pseudopotential
plane-wave method. Below we describe the computation of
the lattice parameters and binding energies, which is entirely
analogous in both methods, and then turn to the more spe-
cific aspects of either approach. For the bulk nitride and Al
crystals we find the equilibrium unit-cell volumes or lattice2-2
COHESIVE PROPERTIES OF GROUP-III NITRIDES: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 245212TABLE I. Comparison of results from pseudopotential and all-electron FP-LAPW calculations for the lattice constant a, cohesive energy
Eb , and the enthalpy of formation DH f of cubic group-III nitrides. Different pseudopotentials are used as described in Sec. II C and indicated
in the second column. Given in brackets are the deviations of the pseudopotential from the respective FP-LAPW results. Results refer to the
LDA and PBE-GGA functionals.
a ~Å! Eb ~eV! DH f ~eV!
Method LDA PBE LDA PBE LDA PBE
AlN Al 31 4.30 ~–0.04! 4.38 ~–0.02! 13.39 ~10.14! 11.55 ~10.01! –3.42 ~–0.03! –2.67 ~–0.03!
Al 31 and NLCV XC 4.33 ~–0.01! 4.40 ~ 0.00! 13.35 ~10.10! 11.58 ~10.06! –3.38 ~10.01! –2.70 ~10.00!
FP-LAPW 4.34 4.40 13.25 11.52 –3.39 –2.70
Experiment a 4.38 11.54 –3.25
GaN Ga 31 4.30 ~–0.16! 4.50 ~–0.05! 12.39 ~11.59! 9.37 ~10.51! –2.76 ~–1.20! –1.19 ~–0.28!
Ga 31 and NLCV XC 4.43 ~–0.03! 4.51 ~–0.04! 11.05 ~10.25! 9.21 ~10.25! –1.83 ~–0.27! –1.11 ~–0.20!
Ga 131 local s 4.51 ~10.05! 4.60 ~10.05! 10.42 ~–0.38! 8.53 ~–0.32! –1.19 ~10.37! –0.55 ~10.36!
Ga 131 local f 4.47 ~10.01! 4.57 ~10.02! 10.68 ~–0.12! 8.74 ~–0.12! –1.38 ~10.18! –0.71 ~10.20!
FP-LAPW 4.46 4.55 10.80 8.86 –1.56 –0.91
Experiment a 4.52 8.96 –1.27
InN In31 4.68 ~–0.26! 4.91 ~–0.14! 11.68 ~12.49! 8.53 ~11.18! –2.31 ~–1.98! –0.57 ~–0.81!
In31 and NLCV XC 4.89 ~–0.05! 4.99 ~–0.06! 9.77 ~10.58! 7.53 ~10.18! –0.78 ~–0.45! –0.31 ~–0.55!
In131 local s 4.99 ~10.05! 5.11 ~10.06! 8.87 ~–0.32! 7.10 ~–0.25! 0.02 ~10.35! 0.55 ~10.31!
In131 local f 4.95 ~10.01! 5.06 ~10.01! 9.11 ~–0.08! 7.31 ~–0.04! –0.19 ~10.14! 0.35 ~10.11!
FP-LAPW 4.94 5.05 9.19 7.35 –0.33 0.24
Experiment a 4.98 7.72 –0.32
aSee Tables II–X.parameters by minimizing the total energy as a function of
the cell volume. We compute the total energies for a set of
volumes over a range of about 615% around the experimen-
tal value. Fitting these to Murnaghan’s equation of state we
obtain the values for the equilibrium cell volume, bulk
modulus, and total energy.43 In the case of a-Ga, we mini-
mize the total energy for a fixed volume with respect to the
positions of the basis atoms, using the atomic forces, and
with respect to the shape parameters of the orthorhombic unit
cell, using polynomial interpolation. For In we do a similar
minimization with respect to the c/a ratio of the centered
tetragonal unit cell. For the case of the N2 molecule we de-
termine the equilibrium bond parameters in an analogous
way. In computing the total energies of the free atoms and
the N2 dimer we use a cubic supercell with b515 bohr side
length and work with the single k point (1/4,1/4,1/4)
3(2p/b). To carry out the Brillouin-zone summations we
use a 63636 mesh of special k points44 ~28 points in the
irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone!. For the bulk metals
we use similar meshes with 72 ~Al!, 18 ~Ga!, and 400 ~In!
points, and employ a Fermi broadening corresponding to an
electronic temperature of up to Tel50.15 eV.45 From careful
convergence tests of our LAPW and plane-wave basis sets
we estimate that the total energies and hence the binding
energies are converged to better than 30 meV/atom.
The cohesive energies of the group-III nitrides ~Tables
I–IV! are calculated from the ground-state total energies of
the crystals E tot








where X stands for Al, Ga, or In. The cohesive energies of
the elemental metals ~Tables V–VIII! and the binding energy24521of the N2 dimer ~Table IX! are likewise obtained. The heat of
formation, DH f
XN











XN,0, the nitride crystal XN is thermodynamically
stable.
The total energies of the free atoms includes the spin-
polarization energies, which we evaluate on the all-electron
level with spherically symmetric electron ground-state den-
sities. For the open-shell atoms Al, Ga, and In, the
TABLE II. Cohesive properties of cubic AlN from pseudopoten-
tial ~PP! and FP-LAPW all-electron calculations. The first column
indicates the exchange-correlation functional employed. Shown are
the lattice constant a, the bulk modulus B, and the cohesive energy
Eb . The latter includes the spin corrections for the the free Al and
N atom ~see Tables V and IX!.
XC Method a ~Å! B ~GPa! Eb ~eV!
LDA PP 4.33 201 13.35
LDA LAPW 4.34 209 13.25
LDA LAPWa 4.342 207
LDA LMTOb 4.345 207
PBE PP 4.40 191 11.58
PBE LAPW 4.40 191 11.54
PBE LMTO b 4.40
Experiment c 4.38 202 11.52
aReference 36.
bReference 31.
cTaken from Refs. 62 (a), 79 (B), and 80 (Eb).2-3
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less than 0.1 eV,46 when nonspherical ground-state densities
are allowed for. We have not included these small corrections
when evaluating the cohesive energies. Like the atomic spin-
polarization energies they are not relevant for calculating the
heat of formation.
A. All-electron FP-LAPW calculations
In the FP-LAPW method ~see, e.g., Ref. 47! both core and
valence states are treated fully self-consistently, in particular,
no shape approximations are made for the effective potential
and the core states are allowed to relax with the atomic en-
vironment. We use the WIEN97 implementation,48 which al-
lows to include local orbitals in the basis and thus enables
the consistent treatment of semicore and valence states in
one energy window.47 Our calculations treat the core states
relativistically and the valence states in a scalar relativistic
approximation. We mention that an entirely nonrelativistic
treatment increases the cohesive energies by 0.01 ~AlN!,
0.50 ~GaN!, and 0.80 eV/pair ~InN!, and also leads to some-
what larger lattice constants, following the same pattern as
noted for II-VI compounds.49 A high quality basis set is em-
ployed throughout, where we choose the radii of the muffin-
tin spheres R and the plane-wave cutoff sphere Kmax such
that RKmax>9 for all systems. In addition, we include local
TABLE III. Cohesive properties of cubic GaN. As for Table II.
XC Method a ~Å! B ~GPa! Eb ~eV!
LDA PP 4.47 198 10.68
LDA LAPW 4.46 200 10.80
LDA LAPW a 4.460 187
LDA LMTO b 4.464
PBE PP 4.57 169 8.74
PBE LAPW 4.55 172 8.86
PBE LMTO b 4.57
Experiment c 4.52 190 8.96
aReference 36.
bReference 31.
cTaken from Refs. 62 (a), 79 (B), and 80 (Eb).
TABLE IV. Cohesive properties of cubic InN. As for Table II.
XC Method a ~Å! B ~GPa! Eb ~eV!
LDA PP 4.95 145 9.11
LDA LAPW 4.94 145 9.19
LDA LAPW a 4.932 140
LDA LMTO b 4.957
PBE PP 5.06 120 7.31
PBE LAPW 5.05 122 7.35
PBE LMTO b 5.06
Experiment c 4.98 137 7.72
aReference 36.
bReference 31.
cTaken from Refs. 62 (a), 79 (B), and 80 (Eb).24521orbitals for the N 2s , Ga 3p ,3d , and In 4p ,4d states. The
potential is expanded up to angular momentum Lmax
pot 56
within the augmentation spheres, and into plane waves up to
a cutoff energy of 484 Ry in the interstitial region. For the
Kohn-Sham orbitals we use Lmax
basis59 and plane waves up to
70 Ry.
B. Pseudopotential plane-wave calculations
For our pseudopotential calculations50 we employ norm-
conserving scalar-relativistic pseudopotentials of the
Troullier-Martins type.51,52 We generate separate sets of
pseudopotentials for the LDA and each GGA in order to
consistently include the differences in the respective core-
valence interactions.53 Using the potentials in the fully sepa-
rable form of Kleinman and Bylander,54 we verified the ab-
sence of unphysical ghost states.55 A basis set with plane
waves up to a cutoff energy of 80 Ry is used throughout, the
scale set by the Ga 3d states. We note that cutoff energies of
40 Ry ~AlN! to 60 Ry ~GaN! may turn out adequate in more
routine applications, which rarely call for as converged ab-
solute energies as we are aiming at here.
To ensure the transferability of our pseudopotentials we
have thoroughly checked the scattering, excitation, and hard-
ness properties of the free pseudoatoms along the lines dis-
cussed in Ref. 32. For Ga and In our tests indicate similar
TABLE V. Binding properties of fcc Al from pseudopotential
~PP! and FP-LAPW all-electron calculations. The first column indi-
cates the exchange-correlation functional employed. Shown are the
lattice constant a, the bulk modulus B, and the cohesive energy Eb .
The latter includes the spin-polarization energy Espin
at for the free Al
atom.
XC Method a ~Å! B ~GPa! Eb ~eV! Espinat
LDA PP 3.97 80 4.09 0.15
LDA LAPW 3.98 84 4.07
LDA LAPW a 3.98 83.9
PBE PP 4.05 73 3.54 0.19
PBE LAPW 4.04 78 3.60
PBE LAPW a 4.04 77.3
Experiment b 4.05 77.3 3.39
aReference 74.
bTaken from Refs. 76 (a , B) and 77 (Eb).
TABLE VI. Binding properties of a-Ga. As for Table V. For the
pseudopotential calculations, c/a and b/a ratios as found in the
FP-LAPW calculations were used. Internal parameters are given in
Table VII.
XC Method a ~Å! B ~GPa! Eb ~eV! Espinat ~eV!
LDA PP 4.44 67 3.43 0.15
LDA LAPW 4.44 64 3.46
PBE PP 4.59 49 2.69 0.18
PBE LAPW 4.59 53 2.71
Experiment a 4.510 61.3 2.81
aTaken from Refs. 63 (a , B) and 77 (Eb).2-4
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4d states either as core states or as valence states. Neverthe-
less we find that these two different approaches lead to sig-
nificantly different predictions in calculations of the bulk
properties of GaN and InN. As a more direct test of the
pseudopotentials’ transferability we present in Sec. II C a
comparison of the bulk properties of the group-III nitrides as
calculated within the pseudopotential and the all-electron
framework ~see Sec. III A for a detailed account of our all-
electron data!. We so examine the role of the different ap-
proximations for the core states that are commonly in use.
In these tests we establish excellent agreement with our
all-electron data, i.e., transferability, for the following set of
pseudopotentials, which we further use in our comparison of
the LDA and the different GGA functionals presented in Sec.
III: For Al we include partial core corrections to treat non-
linear core-valence exchange-correlation explicitly.56,57 For
Ga and In we include the 3d and 4d states as valence states,
and use nonlocal projectors for the s ,p ,d components to-
gether with a norm-conserving f component as the local
potential.57 For Al and N we use nonlocal s ,p components
with the d component as the local potential.57 We note that
the more usual approach for Ga and In has been to include
only the s, p, and d components, and to choose the s compo-
nent as the local potential to avoid ghost states. This point is
discussed in more detail in the following section.
C. Accurate pseudopotentials
In the following we discuss the transferability of pseudo-
potentials in actual calculations of the cubic AlN, GaN, and
InN crystals. We use the difference between our all-electron
results and the pseudopotential results as a measure of the
transferability, and examine the pseudopotentials within both
the LDA and the PBE-GGA. Our aim is to obtain a set of
pseudopotentials whose uncertainties are clearly smaller than
TABLE VII. Equilibrium unit-cell parameters of a-Ga calcu-
lated with the FP-LAPW method.
c/a b/a u/a v/a
LDA 1.691 0.997 0.080~1! 0.157
PBE 1.690 0.993 0.080~3! 0.157
Experiment a 1.692 0.997 0.079 0.153
aTaken from Ref. 63.
TABLE VIII. Binding properties of In. As for Table V. For the
pseudopotential calculations, c/a ratios as found in the FP-LAPW
calculations were used.
XC Method a ~Å! c/a B ~GPa! Eb ~eV! Espinat ~eV!
LDA PP 4.63 46 3.05 0.13
LDA LAPW 4.58 1.025 50 3.08
PBE PP 4.76 35 2.31 0.16
PBE LAPW 4.77 1.018 34 2.34
Experiment a 4.59 1.076 41 2.52
aTaken from Refs. 78 (a , c/a) and 77 (B , Eb).24521the differences between the LDA and the GGA results ob-
tained from all-electron calculations.
Ideally, perfectly transferable pseudopotentials would
give the same results as all-electron calculations. In practice,
the transferability is limited by the approximations on which
the pseudopotential approach relies: ~1! The frozen-core ap-
proximation which eliminates the ~chemically inert! core
electrons so that only chemically active valence electrons are
treated explicitly. ~2! The transformation of the all-electron
into the pseudo wave functions which removes the near-
nuclear nodes, but should not affect the wave functions in the
bonding region. ~3! The nonlinear core-valence exchange-
correlation interaction is treated approximately, either linear-
ized and included in the pseudopotential, or explicitly with
the help of a partial core density. For the cation pseudopo-
tentials the following, increasingly sophisticated, approaches
may be used.
~i! The sp valence approach, where Al, Ga, and In are
considered as trivalent ions (Al31, Ga31, In31), and the
nonlinear core-valence exchange-correlation interaction is
linearized ~i.e., approximately included in the pseudopoten-
tial operator!. This approach is compuationally simplest and
TABLE IX. Binding properties of the N2 dimer from pseudopo-
tential ~PP! and FP-LAPW all-electron calculations. The first col-
umn indicates the exchange-correlation functional employed.
Shown are the bond length d, the frequency of the fundamental
mode n , and the binding energy Eb . The latter includes a spin
correction Espin
at for the free N atom.
XC Method d ~Å! n ~THz! Eb ~eV! Espinat
LDA PP 1.085 71.1 11.75 3.03
LDA LAPW 1.095 71.9 11.57
LDA Other a 1.096 71.4 11.58
PBE PP 1.095 69.7 10.69 3.12
PPE LAPW 1.102 70.6 10.49
PBE Other a 1.103 10.54
Experiment b 1.098 70.7 9.76 c
aAll-electron results from Refs. 15 (d , Eb) and 18 (n).
bTaken from Ref. 75.
cWithout zero-point vibrational energy, the value is 9.91 eV.
TABLE X. Heat of formation, DH f , and lattice constant a for
cubic group-III nitrides calculated with the LDA and different
GGA’s as described in Sec. III B.
DH f ~eV/pair! a ~Å!
AlN GaN InN AlN GaN InN
LDA 23.38 21.38 20.19 4.33 4.47 4.95
PBE 22.70 20.71 0.35 4.40 4.57 5.06
BLYP 23.17 20.56 0.47 4.42 4.61 5.12
revPBE 22.49 20.48 0.57 4.41 4.59 5.10
RPBE 22.47 20.46 0.58 4.41 4.60 5.11
Expt. 23.25 a 21.27 a 20.32 a
23.24 b 21.15 b 20.18 b
aUsing Eq. ~2! with the values for Eb from Tables II–IX.
bReference 81, at T50 K ~AlN! and 298 K ~GaN, InN!.2-5
M. FUCHS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 245212well used for III-V semiconductors with P or As anions in-
stead of N. It treats all states up to the Al 2p , Ga 3d , and In
4d levels as core states.
~ii! The sp valence 1 NLCV XC approach, where nonlin-
ear core-valence exchange-correlation ~NLCV XC! is in-
cluded explicitly with the help of a partial core density ~i.e.,
the valence and core electron densities add to the total elec-
tron density used to determine the exchange-correlation po-
tential and energy!.
~iii! The d1sp valence approach for Ga and In, where
the Ga 3d and the In 4d states are treated as valence states,
considering Ga131 and In131 ions. This takes into account
the interactions of the closed Ga or In semicore d shells and
the nitrogen 2s shell, which is clearly indicated by the cal-
culated Kohn-Sham band structures within the LDA,35 but
also within the GGA.32
In LDA calculations, the sp valence approach is known to
yield an accurate description of the structural and elastic
properties for AlN, but can lead to lattice parameters of GaN
and InN by more than 5% smaller than in all-electron calcu-
lations. This shortcoming is much corrected when the sp
valence 1 NLCV XC approach is employed, as it has been
done in LDA studies of dynamical and dielectric properties
of GaN ~Ref. 3! and AlN/GaN/InN interfaces.58,59 The non-
linear core-valence exchange correlation of the LDA has thus
a significant effect in GaN and InN, unlike, for instance, in
GaAs.60 On the other hand, the reported LDA values for the
GaN lattice constant obtained in this way still vary from less
than 4.40 Å to 4.51 Å, whereas all-electron calculations
give36 4.46 Å and experimental data range from 4.50 to 4.53
Å.32 Use of the d1sp valence approach has been found
essential to obtain lattice parameters in full accordance with
all-electron calculations,36 and for the study of bulk
impurities5 and surface12 or interface structures.41
For the GGA, previous pseudopotential studies give only
an incomplete view on the influence of the core electrons on
the pseudopotential’s transferability. For GaN, Miotto et al.
employed the sp valence and sp valence 1 NLCV XC
approach,34 obtaining a lattice parameter of 4.45 Å for the
PBE-GGA. This value is nearly unchanged compared to the
LDA value of 4.46 Å, but is substantially smaller than the
~only published! all-electron value for the PBE-GGA of 4.57
Å obtained by van Schilfgaarde et al.31 Stampfl and Van de
Walle used the d1sp valence approach in their study of the
PW91-GGA ~which is expected to produce similar results as
the PBE-GGA!. They found a lattice parameter of 4.59 Å,
significantly larger than the result of Miotto et al., and in
reasonable agreement with the all-electron result for the
PBE-GGA of Ref. 31. The treatment of the Ga 3d and In 4d
states as valence states thus appears to increase the calcu-
lated lattice parameters, consistent with a closed-shell repul-
sion between the cation semicore d shell and the nitrogen 2s
shells. On the other hand, their PW91-GGA cohesive ener-
gies for GaN and InN, but not AlN, are more than 0.7 eV/
pair smaller than the experimental values. No such underes-
timate was found in the PBE-GGA study of Zoroddu et al.,33
where the semicore d states were also treated as valence
states, but ultrasoft pseudopotentials were used instead of24521norm-conserving pseudopotentials. Neither of the different
findings for the cohesive energies has yet been confirmed by
an all-electron calculation.
In the following we provide a more complete and system-
atic assessment of the transferability of ~norm-conserving!
pseudopotentials for the group-III nitrides within both the
LDA and the PBE-GGA. We therefore construct and apply
the different cation pseudopotentials according to the above-
mentioned approaches ~i!–~iii!. In addition, we examine the
influence of the local component of the Ga and In pseudo-
potentials, which we find to affect the results for GaN and
InN significantly. The local part of the pseudopotential gov-
erns the behavior of the partial waves with higher angular
momentum, for which the norm-conservation constraint is
usually not enforced when constructing the pseudopotential.
In the Kleinman-Bylander form of the pseudopotentials used
here, the local potential also affects the scattering properties
for the low angular-momentum components; in particular, it
must be chosen such that no ghost states appear. We shall
focus on the d1sp valence approach, where we take the
local potential as the s-like component of the underlying
~semilocal! pseudopotential, in order to avoid ghost states
that would occur if the p- or d-like components were chosen
instead. Alternatively we set the local potential to an f-like
component, which we constructed in addition to the usual
s ,p , and d components of the pseudopotential.57
Table I lists our results for the lattice constant, cohesive
energy, and heat of formation of the group-III nitrides calcu-
lated with the different pseudopotentials. Comparing with the
data from our all-electron FP-LAPW calculations we observe
the following.
~1! For AlN, the sp valence 1 NLCV XC Al pseudopo-
tentials yield results in very good agreement with our all-
electron data. The use of pseudopotentials with the sp va-
lence approach with linearized core-valence exchange
correlation gives slightly too small ~by ’1% for the LDA!
lattice parameters, but does not significantly affect the cohe-
sive energies or heats of formation.
~2! For GaN, the sp valence Ga pseudopotentials overes-
timate the bond strength compared to the all-electron calcu-
lations. This is seen from the underestimate in the LDA lat-
tice parameter of ’4%, and the overestimate in the cohesive
energy and the heat of formation of more than 1 eV. For the
PBE-GGA the errors are smaller, but still noticeable. These
errors are much reduced with sp valence 1 NLCV XC
pseudopotentials, to within ’1% for the lattice parameters
and ’0.3 eV for the cohesive energies and heats of forma-
tion. Turning to the d1sp valence Ga pseudopotentials, the
Ga-N bond strength appears reduced, consistent with a
closed-shell repulsion between the now included Ga 3d and
N 2s valence states. The results are in close agreement with
the all-electron data if the f-like local potential is used. By
contrast, with the s-like local potential the lattice parameter
tends to be overestimated, and the cohesive energy and the
heat of formation underestimated, similar to the results found
in Ref. 32.
~3! For InN, the sp valence and the sp valence 1 NLCV
XC In pseudopotentials both severely underestimate the lat-
tice parameter and overestimate the cohesive energy and heat2-6
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in close agreement with the all-electron data when the f-like
local potential is used. For the s-like local potential the In-N
bonds are again spuriously weakened, as in the case of GaN
and as found in Ref. 32.
Our LDA results for the d1sp valence Ga and In poten-
tials agree reasonably well with those by Satta et al.,41 who
used ultrasoft pseudopotentials ~including the Ga 3d and In
4d states!, although we note that their lattice constants and
cohesive energies for GaN and InN differ slightly more from
our all-electron FP-LAPW data than for our pseudopotentials
with f-like local potentials.
We interpret the better transferability achieved for GaN
and InN by using f-like local potentials to be due to a better
description of the higher angular-momentum components of
the electron density by the f-like pseudopotential component,
which is less repulsive than the s component in the Ga or In
core region. High angular-momentum functions with respect
to the Ga or In sites are not explicitly considered when con-
structing the pseudopotentials, but will appear in the GaN
and InN crystals, where the density about the Ga and In ions
becomes ‘‘polarized’’ due to the formation of the bonds with
the neighboring nitrogen atoms ~this point has been also
raised in Ref. 61!.
Regarding the N pseudopotential we have verified that an
explicit account of nonlinear core-valence exchange correla-
tion does not affect our results significantly. We noted, how-
ever, an overestimate of the binding energy of the N2 dimer
by about 0.1 eV/atom compared to all-electron calculations
~see Table IX!, which is propagated also into the calculated
heat of formation. This can be attributed to the overlapping
core regions of our N pseudopotentials, for which we used
cutoff radii of rs ,p ,d
ps, N 51.5 bohr. For the N2 dimer with its
short bond length of ’2 bohr, this leads to overlapping core
regions of the pseudopotentials and thus an error in the ef-
fective potential and total energy. We have checked that de-
creasing rs ,p ,d
ps, N to 1.0 bohr eliminates the core overlap, yield-
ing a perfect agreement of the pseudopotential and all-
electron results for N2. The corresponding N
pseudopotentials would require a plane-wave cutoff much
larger than 80 Ry ~that is, the scale set by the Ga 3d states!,
rendering calculations computationally much costlier. We
thus consider the small overlap error as acceptable.
Taking a practial viewpoint and comparing our pseudopo-
tentials with the experimental data, Table I shows that a good
description of GaN can be attained by using d1sp valence
pseudopotentials with an s-like local potential ~as done in the
previous studies!.5,12 For InN, use of the f-like local potential
is necessary. Judged from the crystal properties in Table I, an
equally good description might be accomplished, in a com-
putationally simpler way, by applying sp valence 1 NLCV
XC pseudopotentials together with the PBE-GGA. However
it remains to be seen whether such an approach works reli-
ably in other, more realistic GaN or InN nitride systems.
In summary, the consistently best agreement with the cal-
culated all-electron properties of the group-III nitrides is
achieved by using sp valence 1 NLCV XC pseudopotentials
for Al, and d1sp valence pseudopotentials for Ga and In
with an f-like local component. The residual errors for AlN,24521GaN, and InN are then less than 1% for the lattice parameter,
0.12 eV/pair for the cohesive energy, and 0.20 eV for the
heat of formation.
III. RESULTS FOR THE LDA AND THE GGA
We have calculated the cohesive properties of cubic AlN,
GaN, InN, and the related elements within the LDA and the
PBE-GGA, employing the all-electron FP-LAPW approach
initially. Using the highly transferable pseudopotentials dis-
cussed in Sec. II C we have obtained equivalent results in
pseudopotential plane-wave calculations. Tables II–VIII col-
lect our calculated lattice parameters, bulk moduli, and co-
hesive energies. Our structural data for the solids agree with
those reported by other authors using FP-LMTO ~Ref. 31! or
FP-LAPW ~Ref. 36! all-electron techniques. For the nitrogen
dimer ~Table IX! we see a gratifying agreement of the results
of our supercell calculation and those of cluster
calculations.30 In the following we first focus in detail on the
different performance of the LDA and PBE-GGA. We then
extend our discussion to the revised PBE-GGA’s and the
BLYP-GGA functionals. The results for the latter were ob-
tained in the pseudopotential approach.
A. Cohesive properties for the PBE-GGA
1. Structural properties
For the group-III nitride compounds ~Tables II–IV! we
find the PBE-GGA to increase the lattice parameters by 1.6%
~AlN! to 2.3% ~InN! compared to the LDA values. Corre-
spondingly, the bulk moduli within the PBE-GGA are low-
ered by up to 15% ~InN!. Compared to experimental values
this means that the PBE-GGA somewhat overestimates the
lattice parameters, where the overestimate is of similar mag-
nitude as the underestimate found for the LDA. The bulk
moduli are underestimated by the PBE-GGA by up to 10%
~InN!, whereas the LDA yields values slightly larger than the
experimental values. While the available experimental struc-
tural or elastic data for the ~cubic! nitrides are certainly not
as firm as for other semiconductors,62 this behavior of the
PBE-GGA conforms with the usual tendency of GGA’s to
expand the crystal equilibrium volume relative to the LDA,
often somewhat beyond the experimental values. Corre-
spondingly, the PBE-GGA bulk moduli turn out too small,
following a trend also noted in other semiconductors.27,28
For the elemental metals ~Tables V–VIII!, we observe
that the PBE-GGA likewise leads to a more expanded lattice
than in the LDA. For Al it yields the lattice parameter and
bulk modulus in good accordance with experiment, improv-
ing over the LDA. For the orthorhombic a-Ga, the PBE-
GGA overestimates the equilibrium volume by ’5%, for In
by ’6%. This is of similar magnitude as the underestimates
we find within the LDA, ’4% for a-Ga and ’5% for In.
The PBE-GGA and LDA both give the unit-cell parameters
c/a and b/a of a-Ga, and the positions of the four basis
atoms (6u ,0,6v) and ( 12 6u ,0, 12 7v), in close agreement
with the respective low-temperature experimental data given
in Ref. 63. For tetragonal In, the calculated c/a ratios turn
out somewhat too low for both the PBE-GGA and the LDA.2-7
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and overestimated by the LDA. This outcome conforms with
the respective overestimates and underestimates of the equi-
librium volumes. While not taken into account here, we es-
timate that zero-point vibrations would raise the calculated
equilibrium volumes by less than 2% for the Al, Ga, and In
metals.64 We thus conclude that the PBE-GGA performs
slightly better than the LDA for Al, whereas the LDA gives a
better description of the equlibrium volumes of Ga and In.
2. Cohesive energies
Concerning cohesive energies of solids and binding ener-
gies of molecules with respect to free atoms, the LDA is
known to yield systematically too large values, producing an
‘‘overbinding.’’ This is seen for the group-III nitrides as well,
where we find an overestimate ~per atom! on the order of
0.7–0.9 eV, as compared to 0.5–0.7 eV for the metals, and 1
eV for the N2 molecule ~Table IX!. The PBE-GGA yields
binding energies to within ’0.2 eV/atom for the bulk group-
III nitrides and the elemental metals. We note a tendency
towards underbinding for the heavier group-III species.
However the N2 molecule is still overbound by the PBE-
GGA, by about 0.4 eV/atom. Altogether the cohesive ener-
gies turn out fairly accurate in the PBE-GGA which thus
corrects the LDA’s overbinding as in other semiconductors
and metals.
B. Heat of formation and comparison of different GGA’s
As a further test of the PBE-GGA we now consider the
heat of formation of the group-III nitrides. We note that the
value of the heat of formation constrains the allowed range
of the chemical potential for adding or removing a constitu-
ent cation or N atoms to a group-III nitride system and is
thus of importance in determining the thermodynamic stabil-
ity of, e.g., bulk impurities or surface structures. In the val-
ues reported here we exclude contributions from the the vi-
brational zero-point energies of the different compounds,
which we estimate to cancel out to within 0.1 eV/pair.65
From our results given in Table X we see that the PBE-
GGA underestimates the heat of formation of the group-III
nitrides when compared to experiment. In particular, InN is
wrongly predicted to be endothermic, i.e., thermodynami-
cally unstable. By contrast, the LDA values agree consis-
tently better with the experimental data.66 This seems sur-
prising in view of the favorable performance of the PBE-
GGA for the cohesive or binding energies of the individual
compounds: Whereas in LDA the pronounced overbinding in
the N2 molecule and the nitride and elemental solids largely
cancels out, the respective, much smaller errors of the PBE-
GGA add up.
A different behavior has been observed for other III-V
semiconductors like AlAs and GaAs, where the PBE or the
closely related PW91-GGA’s describe the heat of formation
fairly accurately, as does the LDA.67 This outcome is plau-
sible for these GGA’s since their cohesive energies are accu-
rate for the compound and elemental solids. For the case of
the LDA it is usually understood as a cancellation of the
errors in the free-atom energies which dominate those in the24521cohesive energies. The problem of the PBE-GGA in the case
of the group-III nitrides might therefore well arise from the
fact that it still overestimates the binding energy of mol-
ecules like N2.
In the following we therefore examine whether gradient
corrected functionals other than the PBE-GGA lead to a bet-
ter account of the binding energy of molecules and, in turn,
also of the heat of formation for the group-III nitrides. We
explore several different GGA functionals.
~i! The BLYP-GGA which has been well used for molecu-
lar systems, but has received less attention for solid-state
applications. It consists of Becke’s GGA for exchange39 and
that of Lee et al.40 for correlation.
~ii! The revPBE-GGA of Zhang and Yang,37 who use the
same analytic form for the exchange part as the PBE func-
tional, but determine its so-called k parameter empirically
from atomic exchange energies rather than by enforcing the
Lieb-Oxford bound on the exchange energy locally, one of
the nonempirical constraints used in original derivation of
the PBE functional. Thereby they arrive at improved molecu-
lar binding energies.
~iii! The RPBE-GGA of Hammer et al.,38 who express the
exchange part differently to the PBE, but such that the same
formal constraints including the local Lieb-Oxford bound are
fulfilled while a performance similar to the revPBE is at-
tained. Using the RPBE-GGA, adsorption energies for sev-
eral molecules on transition-metal surfaces could be im-
proved compared to the PBE-GGA.38 The correlation
component in both the revPBE and the RPBE-GGA is iden-
tical to that of the original PBE-GGA.
Using these different GGA’s we have recalculated the
binding energies of the N2 dimer and the solids. The results
are shown in Fig. 1. Indeed, the overbinding of the nitrogen
molecule found for the PBE is much corrected for by the
revPBE and the RPBE-GGA’s. For the BLYP-GGA the cor-
rection is marginal. On the other hand, Fig. 1 shows that the
alternative GGA functionals all lead to marked underbinding
FIG. 1. Calculated cohesive energies for cubic AlN, GaN, InN
and the related elemental metals, and binding energy of the N2
dimer. Shown are the deviations with respect to the experimental
values ~see Tables II–IX! for the LDA ~filled circles! and the PBE-
~open circles!, revPBE- ~triangles!, RPBE- ~diamonds!, and BLYP-
~squares! GGA exchange-correlation functionals discussed in Sec.
III B. Lines are only meant to group the data points for the elemen-
tal metals and the nitride compounds.2-8
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constants shown in Table X, which turn out clearly too large
compared to experimental values, an effect that has been
recently demonstrated for other solids as well.68 We note that
the revPBE and the RPBE-GGA’s lead to very similar re-
sults, underestimating the cohesive energies by up to 0.6 eV/
atom in the case of In and InN. While the BLYP-GGA per-
forms similarly to the revPBE and RPBE-GGA for the bulk
nitrides, it produces an even more pronounced underbinding
for the elemental metals, by up to 0.8 eV/atom. Figure 1
clearly shows that only the PBE-GGA yields the cohesive
energies consistently close to the experimental data, i.e., to
within 0.2 eV/atom. In Table X we show the corresponding
heats of formation. As a consequence of the underestimate of
the cohesive energies, the revPBE and RPBE-GGA’s lead to
an even larger underestimate of the formation enthalpies of
the group-III nitrides than the PBE-GGA. For the BLYP-
GGA this is also the case for GaN and InN; in the case of
AlN, it yields an accurate value due to a cancellation of the
large errors in the cohesive energies of the Al and AlN bulk
crystals.
In effect, the revPBE-, RPBE-, and BLYP-GGA’s yield a
less realistic description of the group-III metal and group-III
nitride bulk crystals than the PBE-GGA, even though they
succeed to improve for the N2 dimer. We are led to the con-
clusion that none of the GGA’s investigated here describes
the heat of formation of the group-III nitrides satisfactorily,
whereas the LDA yields a reasonably accurate account.24521C. Qualitative analysis of the different GGA’s
In the following we discuss how the different binding
energies for the different GGA’s may be related to the depen-
dence of these functionals on the density. Our aim is to better
understand the different behavior of the PBE-GGA and the
revPBE-, RPBE-, and BLYP-GGA’s in the N2 molecule and
the solids that we have observed in the preceding section. To
this end we analyze the difference of the GGA and LDA
ground-state total energies, which is given, correct to second






where the right-hand side represents the difference between
the exchange-correlation energies Exc
LDA, GGA taken at the




LDA@n# , n5nLDA. ~4!
Such ‘‘post-LDA’’ calculations, supported by the variational
principle ~if the external potential is held fixed!, accurately
reflect the full differences between self-consistent LDA and
GGA total energies. Therefore we can examine the GGA





GGA@nsolids# , ~5!TABLE XI. GGA induced changes in the total energy and the binding energy relative to the LDA values,
calculated post LDA, i.e., from the change in the exchange-correlation energies using Eqs. ~4! and ~5!.
Presented is the case of AlN and the related Al and N species. The bracketed values show the ~mostly
dominant! contributions due to gradient corrections for exchange alone. This post-LDA analysis uses the
~pseudo-! valence electron densities determined from LDA pseudopotential calculations. Termed full GGA
are the changes found from self-consistent GGA calculations with the respective GGA pseudopotentials. All
calculations of N2, and the Al and AlN crystals were performed at their experimental structures.
DExc




Post LDA Full GGA
@Eq. ~5!#
N atom N2 molecule
PBE 20.32 (20.92! 20.27 (20.81! 20.05 (20.11! 20.106
revPBE 20.42 (21.02! 20.34 (20.88! 20.08 (20.14! 20.147
RPBE 20.43 (21.04! 20.36 (20.90! 20.07 (20.14! 20.155
BLYP 20.28 (21.01! 20.18 (20.89! 20.10 (20.12! 20.114
Al atom Al crystal
PBE 20.12 (20.53! 20.01 (20.06! 20.11 (20.47! 20.18
revPBE 20.19 (20.59! 20.01 (20.06! 20.18 (20.53! 20.26
RPBE 20.20 (20.61! 20.01 (20.07! 20.19 (20.54! 20.27
BLYP 20.02 (20.58! 0.42 (20.07! 20.44 (20.51! 20.51
Al, N atoms AlN crystal
PBE 20.25 (20.78! 20.11 (20.51! 20.14 (20.26! 20.22
revPBE 20.33 (20.86! 20.13 (20.53! 20.21 (20.33! 20.30
RPBE 20.35 (20.88! 20.13 (20.54! 20.21 (20.34! 20.31
BLYP 20.18 (20.84! 0.05 (20.56! 20.23 (20.28! 20.292-9
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corrections per electron in order to compare free atoms and
polyatomic compounds.
We have evaluated the GGA corrections Eq. ~5! for the
valence electrons of the Al and N atoms, the Al and AlN
crystals, and the N2 dimer, using the valence densities from
LDA pseudopotential calculations. As can be seen from
Table XI the magnitude of the correction DExc
GGA ~per elec-
tron! turns out largest for the free N and Al atoms. It de-
creases when going to the N2 molecule or the AlN crystal,
and is nearly zero for the Al bulk metal. In this way the
GGA’s act to reduce the binding energies compared to the
FIG. 2. Graphical view of the GGA induced change of the bind-
ing energy relative to the LDA as discussed in Sec. III C. Panel ~a!
shows the enhancement factor Fx(s) @see Eq. ~6!# for the exchange
part of the different GGA’s as a function of the scaled gradient s.
Note that Fx(s)51 corresponds to the LDA, and that
Fx
PBE, RPBE(s)<1.803 by the Lieb-Oxford bound imposed in these
two functionals. Panel ~b! shows the s-decomposed correction to the
binding energy due to GGA @see Eq. ~7!# for fcc aluminum in the
case of the PBE and revPBE. The stronger nonlocality or enhance-
ment in the exchange part of the revPBE leads to larger negative
corrections than the PBE. Therefore also the s-integrated total
change in the binding energy @see Eq. ~8!#, shown in Panel ~c!, turns
out larger and leads to a lower binding energy for the revPBE-GGA
than for the PBE-GGA. Note that contributions from s;
.2 are en-
tirely due to the free aluminum atom and become energetically
unimportant for s;
.4.245212LDA, and tend to increase the crystal equilibrium
volumes.19,70 An analogous analysis holds for the Ga and In
metals, and the GaN and InN crystals.
To further resolve the differences among the GGA’s and
relative to the LDA, it is useful to write the exchange-
correlation energy as
Exc
LDA, GGA@n#5E exhom~n !FxcLDA, GGA~n ,s !u
s(r)
n(r)d3r , ~6!
and characterize the different GGA’s through their enhance-
ment factors Fxc(n ,s)5Fx(s)1Fc(n ,s), defined with re-
spect to the LDA exchange energy per electron
ex






In the limit of a homogeneous density one has un(r)u[0,
so that Fxc
GGA(n ,s→0)5FxcLDA(n) represents the LDA. The
different degree to which different GGA’s lower ~or raise! the
exchange-correlation energy can then be understood in terms
of (n ,s) dependence of the respective Fxc . Figure 2 shows
the enhancement factor for the exchange part, Fx(s), for the
GGA’s used in this study. Note that Fx does not depend
explicitly on n. Corresponding plots, which include the cor-
relation contributions, can be found in Refs. 16 and 30. From
Fig. 2 we see that the exchange energy becomes more nega-
tive with increasing s, where the enhancement factors rise
monotonically from Fx
GGA(s50)5FLDA51 to the local
Lieb-Oxford bound Fx
GGA(s@1)→1.803 for the PBE and
RPBE, or beyond it in the revPBE and BLYP functionals.
The performance of the different GGA’s can now be inter-
preted as follows: ~i! Since the enhancement grows more
rapidly for the RPBE-, revPBE-, and BLYP-GGA’s these
necessarily lead to more negative exchange energies than the
PBE-GGA, as Table XI indeed shows. ~ii! Since on the av-
erage s is larger for atoms than solids,69 the exchange part of
the GGA’s gives a repulsive correction to the LDA binding
energy, consistent with our findings in Table XI. ~iii! By their
larger enhancement factors, the RPBE, revPBE, and BLYP-
GGA’s therefore lead to lower binding energies than the
PBE-GGA’s. To make this reasoning more explicit, we now
inspect the s-decomposed correction to the LDA exchange
correlation, in terms of the ~pseudo-! valence density,
DExc
GGA~@n# ,s !




as proposed in Refs. 21, 38, and 70. The difference between
DExc
GGA(s) in the solid and the free atoms represents the
GGA correction to the binding energy at each s value occur-
ring in both systems. Integration of this difference leads back
to Eq. ~5!,-10








GGA~@nsolids# ,s !ds . ~8!
In Fig. 2 we show this decomposition for aluminum. Seen as
a function of s, the GGA correction to the LDA cohesive
energy turns out stronger for the revPBE than for the PBE.
This clearly reflects the fact that Fx
revPBE(s).FxPBE(s). We
observe that contributions for s*2 are entirely due to elec-
tron density in the free atom, whereas the Al bulk crystal
contributes only for s&2. Figure 2 further shows that the
PBE gradient corrections for correlation partly cancel the
gradient corrections for exchange.
We have focused here on the s dependence of the GGA’s,
which is sufficient for the PBE and the revised PBE-GGA’s
as their density dependence is the same appearing in ex
hom(n)
and Fc(n ,s). In the BLYP approximation, the correlation en-
ergy requires a consideration of the different density depen-
dence as well, which we do not carry through here; since the
exchange part of the BLYP approximation is similar to that
of the revised PBE-GGA’s, it is clear, however, that the ad-
ditional underestimate of the cohesive energies in the Al, Ga,
and In metals is due to the LYP correlation functional. Fi-
nally, we briefly consider the contributions to the GGA in-
duced change in the cohesive energy, which are due to core-
valence exchange correlation and spin polarization. From
Table XI these can be estimated as the difference between
the post-LDA results and the self-consistent full GGA results
obtained with the proper GGA pseudopotentials. These dif-
ferences indicate a further enlargement of the GGA induced
lowering of the cohesive and binding energies, and more so
for revPBE- and RPBE-GGA’s, consistent with our above
findings for the valence electrons.
Our analysis demonstrates that, relative to the LDA, the
revPBE-, RPBE-, and BLYP-GGA’s lead to larger correc-
tions in binding energies than the PBE-GGA. At least for the
revPBE and RPBE this is achieved mainly through a more
rapid increase of the gradient corrections for exchange when
the density gradient becomes larger. In this sense they repre-
sent more nonlocal GGA’s than the PBE-GGA. Despite the
improvements found for molecules, our results for the bulk
group-III metals and group-III nitrides indicate that more
nonlocal GGA functionals may entail a less accurate descrip-
tion of solids.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the performance of various general-
ized gradient approximations ~GGA’s! in density-functional
calculations of the cohesive properties of cubic AlN, GaN,
and InN, the associated elemental Al, Ga, and In metals and
the N2 molecule. In the first part of this study we have used
all-electron FP-LAPW calculations to scrutinize the results
from the pseudopotential approach, where previous studies
show a significant spread dependent on the construction of
the pseudopotentials. Our comparison shows that, in pseudo-
potential calculations, the semicore d states of Ga and In are245212best treated as valence electrons in order to achieve the trans-
ferability needed for a proper assessment of the LDA and
GGA with respect to experimental data. Including an f-like
local potential for Ga and In, we arrive at a set of highly
transferable pseudopotentials which yield results in excellent
agreement with our all-electron data. By contrast, when the
Ga and In semicore d states are treated as core states—but
taking into account nonlinear core-valence exchange correla-
tion through partial core densities—the Ga-N and In-N
bonds appear stronger and shorter than our all-electron re-
sults suggest.
In the second part of our study we examined the effect of
the PBE-GGA on the calculated cohesive properties. We find
that the lattice parameters are slightly overestimated within
the PBE-GGA, and improved with respect to the LDA only
in case of Al and AlN. The PBE-GGA yields cohesive ener-
gies within 0.2 eV of the experimental data for the crystalline
group-III nitrides and Al, Ga, and In elemental metals,
clearly correcting the overbinding of the LDA for these bulk
solids. For the N2 molecule, the binding energy improves as
well over the LDA, although it remains overestimated by
about 0.6 eV compared to the experimental value. The heats
of formation of AlN, GaN, and InN are given reasonably
accurately in the LDA, albeit due to an error cancellation
between the overestimates of the bond strengths in both the
solids and the N2 molecule. Within the PBE-GGA the heats
of formation are underestimated, in particular, InN is pre-
dicted to be endothermic. We attribute this shortcoming
mainly to the N2 dimer, where the binding energy is still
overestimated, rather than the solids, where the PBE-GGA
yields accurate cohesive energies and thus no error cancella-
tion takes place. Using the recent revised PBE-GGA func-
tionals by Zhang and Yang and by Hammer et al. one obtains
a more accurate binding energy of the N2 molecule. However
we also find that the revised PBE-GGA’s as well as the ear-
lier BLYP-GGA significantly underestimate the cohesive en-
ergies of the group-III nitride and group-III elemental bulk
crystals, where they are clearly less accurate than the PBE-
GGA. In effect, the revised PBE- and BLYP-GGA’s worsen
the calculated heats of formation of the group-III nitrides
compared to the PBE-GGA. An analysis of the different
GGA functionals shows that the reduction of the cohesive
energies is due to stronger gradient corrections or nonlocal-
ity, in particular, in the exchange energy component of these
functionals. While the increased nonlocality improves the de-
scription of molecular binding energies, our results show that
it worsens the description of the cohesive energies of solids.
We regard the group-III nitride/N2 systems as a representa-
tive test case, which illustrates the difficulties present GGA-
type ~explicit! density functionals still have with being con-
sistently accurate for both molecules and solids. For
molecules it has been shown that further improvements are
possible with orbital dependent ~implicit! density function-
als, such as hybrid functionals that include exact
exchange71,72 or meta-GGA’s that depend on the orbital
kinetic-energy density.73,74 It remains to be seen whether
these improvements carry over to solid systems.-11
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